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NEW exhibitors in spotlight (by alphabetical order, exhibitor list as of 13 Jan 2017) 

 Exhibitor 

 

 

Bu Kwang Textile Co., Ltd., Korea 

Booth #: 5.2-D106 

Bu Kwang Textile Co., Ltd. is one of the leading 

manufacturers of Knitted fabrics from KOREA. We 

 contibute to the industry( Footwear,Garment,  

Automotive,etc.) with wide range of product line  

(Mesh,Spandex,Circular Knit,Spacer Mesh,JQD Knit,Nylex) based on in-

house vertical production system from 

 design, knitting, dyeing,finishing,inspection,and testing. 

 

 

 

 

 

Carlin international, France 

Booth#: TBC  

Since 1991, Carlin Group has enjoyed a reputation of cross-cultural 

synergies: where creation, marketing and communication all come 

together. 

The agency’s expertise is to decrypt, forecast and analyze future trends. 

 

12 trend books are offered to help brands to develop their needs and their 

collections. 

Sectors that we work with are varies: Ready-to-wear, Beauty, Lingerie, 

Services, Industries, Sport, … 

The agency also apply consulting services where we accompany our 

customers in their strategy choices in order to help them in their creativities 

and to keep them sustainable.  

Website: www.carlin-creative.com  

 

 

 

 

Creditex S.A.A., Peru 

Booth #: 5.2-C117 

Creditex is Peru ś most vertically integrated company, allowing us to control 

the complete manufacturing process of our products. We sell 3 products in 

the market:  

• Cotton Yarns: Fine combed yarns in Pima cotton. Yarns count Range: 

Ne 20/1- 160/2. 

• Finished fabrics: for apparel and home decoration. 

http://www.carlin-creative.com/
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• Apparel: Dress shirts, sport shirts, pajamas and pants for customers 

abroad and for our local retail brands. 

 

Our single ply yarns go as fine as 90/1 Ne and our two ply as fine as 160/2 

Ne, making Creditex America ś finest cotton yarn producers. Customers can 

have the certainty that final product will be produced with the highest 

standards demanded in an international market.  

Since 1934 we aim to make the finest yarns to be able to offer high quality 

yarns, fabrics and garments to our customers. We make every fabric special 

and every product unique. Creditex is always known to deliver the best 

products. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Deveaux S.A., France 

Booth#: TBC 

DEVEAUX SA is back to INTERTEXTILE SHANGHAI. 

The collection has become more attractive than ever, with a vast array of 

refined textiles : jacquards, digital prints, knits, checks and stripes. 

We are aiming at the ladies wear market mostly, but do have a few 

products suitable for menswear. 

We are a fashionable mill catering for the best brands in Europe, the USA 

and Japan. We would be delighted to supply some of the best Chinese 

apparel companies. 

 

 

 

Hong Kong & Kowloon Textile Fabrics Wholesalers Association Ltd, Hong Kong 

Booth#: TBC 

Implemented by Hong Kong Productivity Council 

Funded by the BUD Fund 

 

– Theme of the Pavilion: Asian Inspiration 

– Product/ Service Features: 

(i) Rich pattern design available  

(ii) Small order quantity is available  

(iii) Quick delivery and stable quality in production  

(iv) Professional textile fabric knowledge 
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Hong Kong Bi Sheng Belt Limited, Hong Kong 

Booth #: 8.1-G59 

We’re a professional /Leading manufacturer engaged in development, 

producing, sale and service of  belts, including leather belts, PU belt, 

canvas web belts and suspenders.  

 

Our factory have obtained ISO9001-2008 certificates and TUV bissiness 

information verifivation. Our belts are selling well in all cities and provinces 

around China, and also exporting to Europe, USA, Australia, Middle east and 

Latin America. Now we have being worked with many well known brands, 

such as Calvin Klein, Mango, BILLABONG, ELEMENT, VON ZIPPER, 

FCBarcelona, JOMA and so on.  

OEM and ODM orders are welcomed, please contact with us when you are 

ready to make your belts. 

 

 
 

Inspectorio Limited, China 

Booth #: 5.2-B112 

INSPECTORIO is quality control and supplier compliance verification 

platform that brings transparency to the global supply chain. Our platform 

has pioneered the use of mobile technologies that streamline the quality 

inspection process and increase accountability of the different actors across 

the supply chain. 

 

www.inspectorio.com  

 

 

 

Kopenhagen Fur, Denmark 

Booth #: 5.2-H49 

The leading fur auction house in the world. Kopenhagen Fur is the first 

choice of top fashion brands and established designers in fur material and 

technique innovation. 

 

It is well acknowledged as: 

－Specialized supplier of high-quality velvet mink skins 

－The only supplier that has over 53 natural mink types in the world 

－The auction house with a comprehensive and accurate skin sorting and 

grading system 

－The only raw skin supplier with ISO 9001 certificate 

 

Its mink skins have the following features: 

http://www.inspectorio.com/
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－Silky touch and thick underwool 

－Light touch and comfortable use 

－The elasticity and tenacity of the skins have provided endless possibilities 

of applying fur techniques in various ways 

 

The Danish mink farmers are under the strict supervision of European and 

Danish laws and regulations. The standardized farming prodecure has 

ensured the finest quality and continuous improvement of animal welfare, 

which has come long with Kopenhagen Fur for over 80 years and become 

the essence and secret for Nordic success. 

 

 

Peri-Infinite Limited, Hong Kong 

Booth #: 8.1-F50 

Peri-Infinite Limited is a Hong Kong manufacturer based on DongGuan, 

China upon more than 10 years experience of managing manufacturing 

project in China for Western clients mainly in the fashion accessories and 

metal hardware industries. 

Our teams are experience in Project Management, From Brief to Delivery, 

Product Development, Production, Quality Checking, On Time Delivery. 

We are able to develop a wider range of products, material selection and 

surface finishing. If you are looking to source or optimise your product in 

manufacturing in China, you have came to the right company! 

 

 

 

Powernet Industries Sdn Bhd, Malaysia 

Booth #: 5.2-E107 

Manufacturer of warp-knitted fabrics using synthetic yarns for the lingerie 

industry. 

 

Specialized in elastic, tricot, brushed tricot, meshed tricot, microfiber, In 

house dyeing 

 

www.powernetgroup.com.my 

 

Sinbeauty (Hongkong) Company Limited, Hong Kong 

Booth #: 5.2-E101 

FoShan Sinbeauty Textile Co.,Ltd ,founded in 2006,is located in Zhangcha 

He Sheng knitting Industrial Zone, Foshan,Guangdong province. The 

company takes ”profession brings trust, 

Customer first,comprehensive service and win-win cooperation” as its core 

theme. 

http://www.powernetgroup.com.my/
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The company is mainly devoted in researching ,designing , manufacturing 

and marketing original ,fashionable ,Eco knitting fabrics and our 

productions are unanimously acclaimed by our customers at home and 

abroad.  

In the future, we will continue to adhere operational concept of 

superior,scientific, technical innovation,high quality of production, so as to 

contribute to the development of the textile industry and become the 

exemplar of industry. 

 

 

 

Tempo Metal Accessories Ind. & Trade Co, Turkey 

Booth#: TBC 

Timay & Tempo, based in Istanbul, Turkey, is a nominated accessory supplier 

for the worldwide clothing industry. Our product range includes buttons, 

rivets, eyelets, buckles, sew on buttons, prong fasteners, plastic cap for snap 

fasteners. We actually work with the apparel giants such as; VF Corp., H&M, 

INDITEX Group, GAP, Hugo Boss, Esprit, Marks & Spencer, NEXT Plc and etc. 

 

http://www.timaytempo.com/  

 

 

 

 

Visionland China Co Ltd, China 

Booth#: TBC 

VISIONLAND CHINA CO., LTD., registered in Shanghai Waigaoqiao Free 

Trade Zone in April 2003 by the South Korea’s famous textile company 

VISIONLAND CO., LTD., engaged in textile fabrics, garments production and 

processing as well as domestic & international trading on goods and 

technology. There are more than 60 employees in our company. Along with 

VISIONLAND CHINA, the South Korea headquarter has four independent 

legal entity subsidiaries and three agency offices all over the world. 

 

Our main products are woven fabrics, including natural dyed fabrics, natural 

fiber, synthetic fiber, jean, wool, down jacket fabric and special coating 

fabrics. Apart from that, we also have cooperation with domestic printing & 

dyeing mills on all kinds of cotton, polyester fabric development. 

 

VISIONLAND CHINA Website: www.visionlandcn.com  

E-Mail: sale.cn@visionland.com   

Headquarter Website: www.visionland.co.kr  

http://www.timaytempo.com/
http://www.visionlandcn.com/
mailto:sale.cn@visionland.com
http://www.visionland.co.kr/
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Company Booth # Product group 

Crown Well (HK) Industrial Limited, Hong Kong 

 

8.1-G52 Tape (100%) 

Eurasia Tekstil Sanayi Ve Ticaret Limited Sirketi, Turkey 

 

TBC Lace & Embroidery 

Gold Master Accessories (HK) Ltd, Hong Kong 

www.goldmasterhk.com  

 

8.1-F54 Button 

Jinlong International Limited, Hong Kong 

 

5.2-C118 Cotton 

Legend Holdings Global Limited, Hong Kong 5.2-B111 Cotton 

Magic Nova (Hong Kong) Limited, Hong Kong 5.2-D103 Lace & embroidery 

Marco Holdings (HK) Limited, Hong Kong TBC Cotton 

Mythe Co Ltd, Hong Kong 5.2-D102 Knitted (35%) 

Saite Silk USA, LLC, USA 

www.saitesilk.com  

 

5.2-D111 Silk 

Taizhou Gingko Weave Co Ltd, China 

http://gingkothread.com   

 

8.1-G51 Thread (100%) 

weba Weberei Appenzell AG, Switzerland 

www.weba.ch 

 

5.2-G68 Cotton (90%) 

Y-Tai Development Limited, Hong Kong 

 

5.2-D117 Cotton 

 

http://www.goldmasterhk.com/
http://www.saitesilk.com/
http://gingkothread.com/
http://www.weba.ch/

